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Drug policy altered
in residence halls
By Doeg Heghes
A new policy on use. possession and
suspicion of drugs in residence halls
will give primary responsibility for
handling all drug-related cases to the
residence hall director or housemother
The policy, which was put into effect
last Friday, was formulated by the
student affairs staff.
Or Richard K.ikin vice-provost of
student alfairs. said the main reason
for the new policy was the previous
lack of explicit procedures in handling
drug matters
"IT IS MAINLY an attempt to
clarify procedural matters as well as
having a more refined statement that's
consistent in all cases." he said
Dr Kakin denied that the policy
change was due to an increase in drug
traffic on campus
The previous drug abuse policy
istated in the BGSII student guide),
merely discouraged students from
using diugs and warned of their
possible hazards
Under the new policy, a resident
advisor (RAI who suspects a student is
using or possesses drugs should report
it to the hall director or housemother.
The director in turn will discuss the
matter with the student or students
and give any necessary counseling
and/or make referrals
If it is the first occasion of suspicion,
the student will be warned that further
use. possession or suspicion will be
referred to the director of standards
and procedures or to the director of
campus security along with a filed
report

Newsphere by Michael F

Going,
going

This dying plant hen probably teen better day* when it wn swayed by warm
breezes in the tun't rays. But even in the end, it makes one final contribution to
autumn's spectacle before perishing under blankets of snow, never to be seen
again.

"WE WANT the RAs to feel more
comfortable in dealing with these
problems, so they won't feel totally in
the dark." Dr. Kakin said. "However,
we don't want them to consider themselves policemen "
In all cases involving evidence of use
or possession of drugs, or evidence or
suspicion that a student is a pusher, the
information will be referred to the
director o( campus safety. II necessary
a search will be conducted to secure
contraband
In these cases the hall director or
housemother will make the relerral
and inform the appropriate area head
i director ol residence life, sorority,
fraternity I
If a search or an arrest is involved.

SALT talks to enter Round 2
By Lewis Gallck
Associated Press Writer

more comprehensive agreement on
offensive arms."

on a five-year ceiling on numbers of
offensive missiles

WASHINGTON (API - The White
House yesterday announced that Round
2 of the U.S.-Soviet strategic weapons
curb negotiations will start in Geneva
Nov. 21 with the aim of "reaching a

Round 1 of the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALTl. which began in
November 1969. climaxed at the Moscow summit last May with accord of an
antiballistic missile (ABMI treaty and

ROUND 2 in the historic negotiations
to restrain the superpower nuclear
race promises to be as long and diflicult. administration officials said Bui
they voiced general optimism about
prospects for a broader, permanent
pact to limit offensive weapons
Defensive-missile limits are fixed
under the permanent treaty at two
ABM sites each lor the Soviet Union
and the United States The next round
will focus on potential new curbs on
long-range nuclear strike weapons

Informants soy Thieu
still against coalition
SAIGON (APP - Henry A Kissinger
and President I'guyen Van Thieu
apparently intensified a search for a
settiemenl to the Indochina war yesterday, meeting twice for a total of five
hours and leaving open the possibility
of a third meeting today
Thieu's information ministry issued
an unusual communique quoting
political observers" as saying the
South Vietnamese president has
reasserted Saigon's opposition to a
coalition government as proposed by
the Viet Cong
This caused some on the political
scene to speculate that the focus of the
secret talks may have shifted for the
moment from Thieu's future to the
possibility of an Indochina cease-fire.
THERE WAS NO explanation why
the government chose to quote political
observers as expressing Thieu's viewpoint. It could only be speculation that
this was one way of making a point
without having to accept official
responsibility. Thieu is pledged not to

discuss the secret negotiations
publicly.
The informants also quoted Thieu as
saying that a government composed of
several parts could be established only
through elections
The Presidential Palace made no
comment except for a brief communique issued after the morning session
saying that the conferees met for three
and one-half hours and reviewed "the
general situation in Vietnam and the
peace conference in Paris."
KISSINGER ARRIVED in Saigon
Wednesday night from Paris, where he
held his 20th secret meeting with North
Vietnamese representatives Tuesday.
There has been no report from the
US side on the progress of these talks
The North Vietnamese claim that
Nixon's backing of Thieu is the major
roadblock
They back the proposal of their
allies, the Viet Cong, for a three-segment government made up of the Viet
Cong, the Saigon administration
excluding Thieu. and political exiles

These include bombers, not covered
by the current agreement, and land and
submarine missiles Administration
officials said US goals include restraints both on improvements in weapons and on numbers.
Presidential press secretary Ronald
L. Ziegler announced the date for
starting SALT 2 in a brief statement
simultaneously released in Moscow II
said.
"PURSUANT to the agreement
reached during the summit meeting in
Moscow last May to continue active
negotiations for limitations of strategic
offensive arms, the governments ol the
United States and USSR will resume
the talks on this subject on Nov 21.
1972. in Geneva. Switzerland
U.S. Disarmament Chief Gerard C
Smith, who led the U.S. negotiating
team in the first round, is slated to
head the American side again when the
Geneva talks open
Previously the talks were held alternately at Helsinki and Vienna, but
Ziegler said Geneva was picked for

Hound 2 because of the inconvenience
and expense of continuously switching
the site.
The announcement is the third within
less than a week involving important
negotiations with the Soviet Union.
Last Saturday a maritime pact was
concluded. On Wednesday trade and
lend-lease settlement agreements
were signed

the hall director or housemother will
be notified before standards and
procedures personnel or campus safety
contacts the student.
"This policy will cover all illegal
drugs." said Dr Kakin "We realize
that the use of marijuana is considered
different than harder drugs by law. but
it will still be covered under this regulation."
RESIDENT advisors that were
questioned about the new policy held
varying opinions. Two of the RAs
preferred to remain anonymous
"I think it's a good policy." said Sue
Schnell. resident advisor in McDonald
Quadrangle "If kids want to smoke
grass, it's up to them, but they
shouldn't be doing it in the dormitories
There are so many other places to do
it "
Schnell said she would abide by the
policy as much as possible. "1 don't
think the policy will affect the relationship between myself and the girls in
my wing." she said. "We're very close
and they understand how I feel about it
"I don't think that the policy is going
to stop the problem however, because
the guys' RAs are a lot more lenient.
"Although I don't like the idea of
RAs showing their authority. I think
they have to when the problem affects
other people." she said.
Another resident advisor said he

thought there was a problem in having
a written policy.
"When you include marijuana,
you're mixing with morals. For some
it's just a form of recreation which
makes it very difficult to enforce
"I DON'T KNOW if III change my
policy or not It could make an RA look
like a narc i narcotics agent i to the
students in his wing "
t'e said there are students in his
wing who definitely used drugs
"As far as smoking, it's obvious, but
I don't think that's a big problem As
far as I'm concerned I don't have any
interest in smoking.
"Concerning the drug traffic, I don't
see how this policy would affect it at
all." he said.
Another RA said she thought the
policy was unfair to the RAs role.
"I think it's putting us in the role of
the police." she said. "But, I can
understand why they (the administration I had to have a written law.
"I'm not 100 per cent for the policy,
but I will support it because of the
contract I signed at the beginning of
the year." she said. "If I acted strictly
to the letter, I think it would cause
tense feelings between myself and my
wing
"There's not an overuse of drugs In
my wing, and I don't think the new
policy is going to make much of a
difference," she said.

Civilian control
to be tightened
By Fred Hoffman
AP Military Writer
WASHINGTON (API - Secretary of
Defense Melvin R. Laird announced
yesterday he is naming new military
inspectors general to detect promptly
and report to him any violations such
as last winter's unauthorized bombings
of North Vietnam.
However, Laird stopped short ol
ordering any fundamental changes in
the system for exercising civilian control of the military, saying. "There is
no evidence of a breakdown in or a
threat to civilian control."
AT THE SAME TIME, Laird rejected demands by some members of
the Senate Armed Services Committee
for a further Pentagon inquiry into the
unauthorized bombings, which led the
Nixon administration to relieve and retire Gen. John Lavelle. then commander of the U.S. 7th Air Force in
Southeast Asia.
The defense chief disclosed his action, designed to strengthen civilian
control, in a letter to Chairman John
Stennis (D-Miss.) of the Senate Armed

Services Committee, which investigated the Lavelle affair.
Laird made his letter public at an
informal news conference.
LAIRD ACKNOWLEDGED that falsified reports on the unauthorized
bombings had been filed within the
military chain of command and said
that "the principal deficiency revealed
by the Pentagon's investigation and
analysis involves the inspector general
system."
He said he is ordering creation of inspector generals in the major unified
commands with responsibility to look
into subordinate Air Force. Army and
Navy operations "particularly as they
involve command control."
These inspectors general. Laird said,
will report to him through the Joint
Chiefs of Staff. Such major commands
include the Pacific Command, headquartered in Hawaii, which has supervised much of the air war against
North Vietnam.
In rejecting demands for a special
couit of inquiry into the Lavelle case.
Laird said "the internal machinery
now available to me
is completely
adequate."

Final votes will decide
fate of pass/no record
The Faculty Senate executive committee voted yesterday to send ballots
to faculty members who did not receive any for the recent referendum on
the no smoking resolution and the proposal for a pass/no record grading system in English 111-112.
The decision could reverse the outcome of the vote on the pass-no record
proposal, which was defeated during
the initial balloting by only four votes.
SUPPORTERS of the proposal hope
yesterday's decision will produce
enough favorable votes to guarantee
approval for the measure.
The proposal calls for the
establishing of a program similar to
the S/U system now used. However.

instead of receiving a U if a student
fails to meet course requirements, he
would receive no mark at all
The system, which was endorsed by
the Graduate Student Committee of the
English Department, would be
employed on a trial basis for a year.
The balloting error was discovered
shortly after the first tally was completed earlier this week. Members of
the marketing department did not receive any ballots in the mail and were
therefore unable to vote.
Faculty Senate Chairman Dr Karl
Schurr said the oversight was probably
due to a mistake on the part of the person addressing the ballots.
"Someone probably skipped the page

of addresses with the marketing
department on it," he said.
THE PROBLEM was first referred
to the ad hoc committee for the review
of the English proposal. It met
Wednesday afternoon in an effort to
decide what couse of action should be
taken
However, sharp divisions among the
members resulted in a tie vote. Three
of the six members of the committee
were in favor of calling for a new vote,
while the other three favored sending
ballots to those faculty members who
were omitted.
The matter was then referred to the
executive committee.
There was no estimate of when the
new results woaM be made public.
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Lerrers
unsafe f 111
Vital statistics are piling up against the use of the Air Force F
111 supersonic airplane-statistics that contribute to the continuing loss of U.S. airmen in Vietnam and millions of dollars to
the federal government.
On Wednesday, the second F 111 in less than a month disappeared from radar screens-after it descended for a radarguided low-level target run-and both crewmen are listed as
missing
Un Sept. 28. another F 111 disappeared, its crewmen also
missing. The planes are operating out of bases in Thailand.
The Air Force says the F 111 is the safest plane in its supersonic arsenal, bul these and previous statistics don't back up that
statement.
In 1968. the Air Force sent six of the swing-wing bombers to
Vietnam Three of the planes were lost and the others withdrawn.
And now two more have been lost. After the "vanishing act" on
Sept 28. the Air Force decided il was time to evaluate the planes
and see if they could get the bugs out
Apparently not. The plane, which goes on the market for a
mere $15 million, is still being sent into action, but not returning.
Come on. Mr President. There are enough atrocities being
committed in that war. At least see that our men have safe
planes to fly in.

housing code
When you want to watch the television, do you have to unplug
the toaster, stereo and all the lamps so you don't blow your third
fuse of the week?
During the dead of winter do you camp out on your living room
floor because that's the only place in the house that gets any
decent heat'.'
When it rains, do you run the mile in four minutes flat while
Irving to keep up with all the leaks in the roof?
Students have complained for years about the condition of offcampus housing. Next Monday they have the chance to do something about it.
A public hearing on the proposed city housing code is scheduled
for Monday night at 7 in the Bowling Green High School cafeteria.
We urge all students to attend that hearing.
If the code is approved by city council, all dwellings in the city
would have to meet minimum housing standards specified by the
proposal. Owners who do not comply with the regulations would
be fined up to $300 for each offense.
As an extra incentive, the code would establish a housing board
including one student member. One of the board's duties would
be to handle alleged violations of the housing standards.
Copies of the housing code can be purchased at the city building
for 25 cents.
City officials expect many landlords at the meeting to raise
objections to the proposed code.
If you don't want to spend this winter huddled next to a
portable floor heater, you'll be there, too.

antipollution
Apparently the fact that no effort can be spared in the fight
against pollution is beginning to sink in.
In a decisive victory for pollution control, Congress by an overwhelming majority, overrode a veto from President Nixon and
enacted a $24.6 billion water pollution control bill aimed at
cleaning up the nation's waterways by 1985.
Both houses of Congress defeated the veto with a total vote of
299 to 35
It is encouraging to see that the bill received support against
strong opposition from the President.
Nixon even went to far as to say he would use his authority to
hold down expenditures under the program as much as possible.
This must not be allowed to happen. Although this law is a
major step in pollution control it is not the final step.
Our rivers, lakes, streams and coastal waters cannot be
cleaned up by votes and intentions alone. The money needed to
carry out this program is vital.
Nixon's tight money policy must not hinder the progress of this
significant antipollution legislation.

chicken picnic retirement
The following is a news release of the
future, somewhat imaginary, which 1
wrote in a burst of wishful
thinking.
Nixon Announces Chicken Picnic
Retirement Plans
Boise. Idaho - President Richard M.
Nixon announced today that, since
losing the November election to
President-elect George McGovem. he
will establish a permanent chicken
picnic site here as his retirement
residence.
"Basically, it will be a 24-hour,
seven-day-a-week chicken picnic," Mr.
Nixon remarked. "The ideal American
retirement. I would say.
"This will afford me an opportunity
to speak directly to the American
people."
Pe is currently preparing the first
lew picnic speeches.
THESE REPORTEDLY rely heavily
on poetic images and sheer eloquence,
which one defense department
spokesman predicted would make him
the' Shakespeare of chicken
"I will be concerned mainly with the
natural beauty of our nation." Nixon
revealed. A sample from the first of
the Chicken Talks reads "This is the
line American chicken that has
nourished generations of Americans:
this, the pure, wholesome milk that has
been the very lifeblood to a million
healthy young Americans."
Nixon's picnic would be sponsored by
the Chicken Picnic Revenue Bill, held
up at the present in a Senate deadlock.
The bill provides Nixon with, in his
own words, "a virtual panorama of
fried chicken wings, legs and such, for
the rest of my natural life."
Speaking on the current legislative
hook-up, Nixon divulged. "I have every
confidence it will pass through I was a
lawyer, you know, and I know all about
these things.

The officers and staff of the Student
Body Organization I SBO I have been
working diligently the lirst few weeks
of the quarter establishing a wellunified organization to help the
University community with its local
problems as well as national ones
President Jeif Sherman said that
applications for the vacant vice
president spot and for one steering
committee position are now being
accepted through Friday Oct. 20 until 5
p.m.
All applications are to be relumed to
405 Student Services.
Sherman also stated that efforts are
being made for a new academic
calendar.
ANY INTERESTED students are

HE ALSO staled that Cultural Boost
is sponsoring an appearance by John

She smacked her chops
demonstrably for cameramen.
It is not yet known whether she too
will deliver some Chicken Talks.
Rumors are rampant
Dave Pitts
244 Conklin

food service discrimination
Your decision to make Food Service
jobs available to on-campus ticketholding students is not only ridiculous
but also defies the principles of equal
job opportunities.
Actions taken in the past by your
department have made it impossible
for the off-campus student to purchase
with cash any non-durable goods from
the cafeterias.
Your next step, if you have thought
about it. has a tendency to create an
alienated situation - off-campus versus
on-campus
Certainly, for reasons unknown to
the public you are giving residential
preference over the material needs of
students. Do you call this good
intention or prejudice?
IT IS ONLY my pleasure to refer you

to the sociological implication of
prejudice - irrational attitude. In this
case. then, your decision is not only
irrational but also discriminatory.
It is so. because, in your statement
you mentioned that you did not receive
any complaints from on-campus
students concerning job scarcity
If there is no complaint then what
made you decide to revive the 1958
regulation?
Just as a reminder too, sir. by
entertaining a host of ambitious ideas
you have made a malicious statement "Often non-ticket holders think that
they are not making much money so
they steal food."
Your irrational generalization is not
only repulsive but also accuses all nonticket holding student-employees of
stealing food

HOWEVER. I should not say by
ignorance, but unintentionally you
have done the public a great favor that you exposed the existence of
underemployment on this campus
Put another way. if your logic of
employing exclusively ticket-holders is
to show consistency then you will have
to obey the consequences of that very
If your decision definitely
materializes in June, you should
consider the fact that you and your
company are non-ticket holding
employees.
What this simply means is that to
save your jobs you will either have to
move on campus lof course, with meal
tickets l or adieu.
Teshome Teklu
International Center

apology
Last week a letter I wrote
concerning the student athletic
trainers was published in The B(!
News. At this time I would like to offer
an apology to those trainers who 1
failed to acknowledge
May I say on the onset, that I
sincerely did not mean to slight anyone
by excluding their name
1 was only attempting to show a
picture of how our athletic trainers
work so diligently to aid our athletic
program The error in omitting some
of the names was purely my fault and 1
am sorry for having done It.
SO. AT THIS time I would like to
acknowledge those trainers who 1
failed to mention the last time, and
offer a special thanks to the head
trainers. Parry Tyson and Gary Rose,
and the graduate assistant. Paul
Bishop, for the excellent job they are
doing in heading the trainer's program
Student trainers who are working in
their first year as Falcon trainers are:
Glen Foster. Mark Siracusa. Randy
Earl. Randy Winland. and Paul Collins.
These fine young men and those who
were mentioned last week are to be
thanked and congratulated for the
great job they are doing
Steve Winters
215 Kohl I '.ill

organization activities
urged to submit their ideas to any
officer ol the SBO Pe also wants to
remind students that a referendum on
homecoming will be voted on soon and
he urges all students to vote.
The linal tally could well
determine what events will surround
homecoming in the future
Bill Arnold, coordinator of academic
affairs, would like to inform students
that a committee has been formed to
re-examine undergraduate faculty
advising
Any interested students with
comments should write Arnold at 405
Student Services.
Chris McCraeken. coordinator of
cultural affairs, is hoping to bring a
lolk singing group Seals and emits.
sometime in early December.

musical entertainment, she said, and
many Hollywood celebrities from
"those golden years" will be asked out.
Mrs. Nixon concluded. "We'll have
punch, birch beer, fritos, weenies, lots
of potato salad. Velveeta sliced into
little wedges, like Dick's Mother did.
and plenty of yummy chicken "

" THE AMERICAN people owe me
this picnic, and by heaven, they know 1
deserve it They know that I for one am
not going to settle for a pensioner's
life That kind of thing just doesn't go
anymore."

sbo notes

By DeaaU E. Pellae
CoonUaator of Com maaicalloas

II passed by the Senate and Pouse.
the picnic will commence sometime
late in January, spokesmen revealed.
The First Lady will make out all
invitations. As she chucklingly
stipulated. "Of course, they'll have to
stay for the speeches!"
Trim Lopez is being considered for

Schmitz. American Independent Party
candidate for the presidency. Pe will
appear in the Grand Ballroom.
Monday. Oct. 30 at 4:30 p.m.
Coordinator for State and
Community Affairs Steve Miller is
hard at work informing and educating
students on Ohio's income tax repeal
Miller said that the state cannot
afford the repeal and he urges all
students to aquaint themselves with
the tax and vote to keep it in the Nov. 7
election.
In the past few days I have received
quite a number of "Pot Sheet"
responses concerning almost every
aspect of University life.
I am doing my best to answer all of
them within one day. but may fall
behind due to much red tape
Any student who wishes to complete
a "Pot Sheet" can pick one up in his or
her resident advisor's room.

OUT OP THE WOODWORK

opinion

honest effort to teach
By Kim Scklaefer
Gieat Colimnlst
Dear Professor.
It's time for a little mutually
beneficial communication. By writing
this letter. 1 will feel good, and I hope
its reading brings the same feeling to
you.
I want to thank you for your honest
efforts to teach me something I guess
that is theoretically why you are here.
But I have had enough professors
who deviate from this theory to
appreciate someone who attempted to
put into practice And I think you
succeeded, at least in my case.

I prefer to think the aim was to teach
us responsibility as well as skill. So I
worked hard and learned, not only the
rudiments of a skill of my chosen
profession, but about my own nature
and capabilities.
TO KNOW oneself is essential before
one can really accomplish true

I FOUND IT remarkable that in a
lecture hall containing nearly 100
students, you were able to conduct a
personal class You spoke to many
individual persons, not just a
conglomerate mass of faceless
anonymity.

Kimo

•me BG news
An Independent Student Voice
Editorial Staff

I appreciated recognition of my
singular humanity. It has occurred so
rarely here
And 1 found your open door policy
outside the classroom a unique feature
in my experience at Bowling Green
Whenever I came for advice, you
always took the time to listen to me.
You may have been exceptionally
busy, bul you put it aside

•dilor

katherine I. hatton

managing editor

j. scott tcredon

news editor
editorial editor

kothUin m. froio
ann m. Kofbouer

makeup editor

It seemed that your students came
first on your list of priorities, and that
reaching them was your primary
objective as an instructor. You made
yourself available to your students,
above and beyond the usual formal
office hours.
BESIDES THIS right of access, you
didn't play the omnipotent paragon of
knowledge who. by his grace, sent
revelations unto the unworthy student
Instead of talking down at us. you
talked to us. You didn't act as if we
were wasting your time, or that it was
too much trouble to rub elbows with
the plebians. You realize that

learning beyond the realm of oneself.
You know that too.
You expected much from your
students, but well within the bounds of
fairness and reason. But likewise, you
were willing to meet us halfway, and
more than met your obligations as a
dedicated educator.
So I'm expressing my thanks in the
way I feel you would appreciate mostin the medium of communication in
which you helped to improve my skill
Peace.

undergrads are people. This is
something of a rarity also.
No doubt you made us work hard, but
not because you got sadistic pleasure
out of cracking the authoritative whip.

mary wey

sports editor

frederk r. ortlip

photo editor

mewtia j. lamer

copy editor

joon c. goitl

entertainment editor

potlicio I. borley

Business Staff

busmen manage.
advertising manager
»ole» manager

vaughn e. rockheM
jahng. pollock
mkhoel j. volentini

Editorial and Business OHkes 106 University Hall
Phono 372-2003
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Next four years...' a litany

The Speech: same good news
•s

By Walter R. M*an
AP Political Writer
Day after campaign day.
Democratic
presidential
nominee George McGovern
stands on a platform somewhere and gives them The
Speech, with its somewhat
redundant refrain:
"We
can't stand another tour
more years'' of Republican
rule
It
is.
of course.
McGovem's turnabout on
President Nixon's campaign
slogan And it is part of The
Speech.
From Boston to Los
Angeles and more than two
score cities between.
McGovern has delivered the
speech that has become a
litany.

It doesn't make the headlines or the evening network
news, simply because it is
what the candidate always
says
EVERY presidential campaigner develops a standard
stump speech
President
Nixon had one four years
ago. but he doesn't have one
now simply because he
hasn't been campaigning
much.
But for a candidate
running a traditional campaign road show, there is
neither enough time nor
enough material to put
together a new and different
oration for every audience
Furthermore, in a new city,
to a new crowd, the standard
speech is new.

Hence. The Speech.
In McGovern's case, it
often begins with word that
he has good news, no matter
what the polls say
"It isn't news that I've
read in the press, that I've
learned from the Gallup
Poll"

News
Analysis
"It's good news that we've
seen on the faces of thousands of people
" And that
good news is that the Democratic party is going to score
a great victory on Nov. 7."
IT

IS

a

guaranteed

newsnoTes

No death row

COLl'MBUS 1AP1 - Death row at
Ohio Penitentiary is now vacant.
The last two inmates held in the
cellblock for condemned men have
been transferred to the prison's
reception center. Warden l!arold J
Cardwell said Thursday
There were 54 men on death row
June 29 when the U.S. Supreme Court
ruled death is cruel and unusual
punishment Sentences for all 54 have
been reduced to life imprisonment.

Economy
WASHINGTON
(AP) - The
economy slowed down in the JulySeptember quarter, but still scored
solid gains while the rate of inflation
edged up. the government said
yesterday
The Commerce
Department
reported that the Gross National
Produce 1GNP1 market value of the
nation's output of goods and services,
advanced at a 5 9 per cent annual
rate during the third quarter
compared with 9 4 per cent in the
second
The rate of inflation moved up to

2 2 per cent compared with 18 per
cent in the second quarter
Although the growth rate was
slower than in the previous quarter il
was well within the
overall
performance forecast by the Nixon
administration

Chile violence
SANTIAGO. Chile (AP) - President
Salvador Allende vowed Wednesday
night to "prevent a clash between
Chileans" as strikes, street fights and
bombings continued.
Allende said in a broadcast that
railroads have been sabotaged and
homemade bombs planted at offices
of political parties supporting his
Marxist administration

Saigon attack
SAIGON (AP) - Fighting blazed up
yesterday at a town called Bung, just
10 miles north of where Henry A
Kissinger was conferring in Saigon
with President Nguyen Van Thieu on
the prospects for peace in Indochina
The clashes broke a two-day lull in
enemy attacks north of the capital.
Some officials interpret the attacks

applause line When the
cheers subside. McGovern
goes to his issues
"Think about what has
happened these last four
years, another 20.000 Americans have died, hundreds of
Americans who have sat in
their cells in I'anoi
And
I ask you. do we want
another lour more years of
that""
No. the crowd will roar
Then the economy,
unemployment. Inflation,
"and I ask you whether we
want another four more
years of that"
"No ."
THERE IS his pledge to
close those unjustified tax
loopholes al the top "
"There is a lax structure
today that permits a

$200.000-a-year executive to
deduct his $20 martini luncheon but a working man
can't deduct the price of his
baloney sandwich, and that's
unfair."
Andthewindup:
"Some 27 years ago. I was
living as the pilot of a B24
bomber We were nit one
day over a very dangerous
target over Nazi Germany,
some 115 holes in that airplane, and the crew was on
the verge ol bailing out, and
I was just as scared as they
were
We mened the damage
We decided that with a little
luck we might make it back
home So I said to the crew
'Everybody resume your
slalions. we're going to lake
this plane home.'
I want to say to all those
here and to all other Americans who share our love tor
this country and our passion
for peace and justice.
Resume your stations,
we're going lo bring Amen
Cl home.' "

as a real threat to Saigon and others
as a political offensive

N.wiptwlo by J»yc. Martin

Photo
fab

Photography students now have more elbow room and better
faciliiiei in the dark room in the new Industrial Education and
Technology Bldg Dave Goxintki, senior (Ed.) uses facilities in
the lab.

OPIAG may shut down
due to insufficient funds

Nobel prize
STOCKHOLM lAPI - I'einnch
Boll, a war veteran whose writings
depicted postwar Germany s way of
life, yesterday became the first
German novelist to win the Nobel
Literature Prize since Thomas Mann
46 years ago
Boll made his literary debut in 1949
and in his novels has pierced the
facades of the postwar German
bourgeoise life

By Dennis Seeds
Staff Reporter
The Ohio Public Interest Action
Group IOPIAG) may have lo shut
down Feb 1 il public donations to the
group cease
Suzanne M. Spitz, attorney and
director of the Cleveland OPIAG
office, made that prediction at a
meeting yesterday in the Union.

Budget ceiling
WASHINGTON lAPI
Treasury
Secretary George I' ShulU Mid
yesterday thai I'residenl Nixon may
decide to impound appropriated
money to try to hold the line on
spending during the current fiscal
year
Shultz told reporters that although
Congress rejected the President's
proposal for a $250 billion ceiling on
spending, the lawmakers endorsed
the idea in debate that government
should restrain spending

SPITZ SAID the group was organized
in the spring of 1971 by Ralph Nader as
an interdisciplinary public interest
firm working in the consumer, environ
mental and general public interesl
fields
"At our Cleveland office we take
four approaches to public interest
projects." she said, and outlined the
approaches'.

-Investigative action projects
where professionals ami volunteers research problem areas and suggest
actions to be taken.
-Lobbying in city and slate
legislatures foi legislation 1 Spitz said
she is a registered lobbyist in
Columbus ai the State House I:
-An auio safety research center in
Cleveland, handling consumer com
plaints about automobiles, auto
accessories and auto Insurance she
said this project is one ol the first such
projects m the country
--Resource and advice services
providing local consumer and environ
mental groups with legal and tactical
advice, and suggestions on how to
obtain information,
investigate
problems, draft and lobby for or
against legislation and organize oilier
groups

"PUBLIC DONATIONS are our only
source of funds. Spitz said "My
salary. $7,500 a year, comes out of
these donations, and I think that makes
me about the lowest paid attorney in
Ohio"
She said Ihe Nader group has a
limited budget and may have to
disband next year it support Ironi Ohio
citizens stops
This is why I'm here in Bowling
Green making speeches lo organize
an OPIAG group ' said Spitz
She said the Nader name has "some
kind ol magic' lo it. which is
Important in obtaining interviews with
officials and initiating action.
"We don't undertake any project
which does not result in some kind of
action." Spitz said

Union head seeks suggestions
By Jim Carey
Staff Reporter
It the Union is not being
used to serve the total cam-

pus community to its potential, then some changes have
to be made." said Richard
R. Sloner. new director of
the Union.

Veterans schedule
moratorium march
A march Irom the
Administration Bldg to the
ROTC offices in Memorial
Hall has been scheduled for
noon. Monday by the
Bowling Green Vielnam
Veterans Against the War
Arnold J Oliver, group
spokesman, said the march
is m memory of those who
have died in the Indochina
conflict and lor those
missing or imprisoned as a
result ol American
militarism

ALL

INTERESTED

persons are invited to
participate. Oliver said
veterans should wear
uniform remnants,
if
possible.
A rap session will be held
after the march for veterans
and others concerned about
the war.
"All views are welcomed
and encouraged." Oliver
said

St one 1
replaced Col.
Farrar Cobb. who retired
from Union services at the
beginning of the quarter
Stoner said he agrees with
the overall program of the
Union, but before he can
make any suggestions or
changes, he wants to get a
feel for the University community
"I REALLY have not had
enough time to feel out the
community, so I can't pass
judgment on how effective
the Union facilities have
been in the past or what they
will be like" he said.
Union operation is not a
new occupation for Stoner
He has been affiliated
with Union operations for 17
years at other schools, including Ohio State University. University of Wisconsin
at Madison, University of

DOMINO'S
NOW OFFERS
Giant 32 oz. COKES
ONLY 30' TODAY
Order a quart of Coke to
Compliment your next

DOMINO'S PIZZA
Call us at
352-5221

favorably, he said
Stoner said he prefers to
talk with the Union patrons
personally
rather than
through questionnaires and
committees

Wisconsin al Whitewater
and Kansas State Teacher's
College.
"The students here might
feel differently about the
Union than those at the
other schools." he said "1
want to get inlo their heads
before 1 can formulate any
ideas into my head
Sloner said he wants more
idea-input Irom the patrons
so he can see in which directions to move

He said he plans to use the
Union advi.,„ry board to its
full potential The board,
which consists of students,
faculty members and administrators, should be operating by Nov. 1, he said.

more open I want to supply
some kind of medium where
the everyday complaints ol
students and facility could
get back to our staff.

"I plan to do an overall
shake-down to see where the
money is going and being
spent," Stoner said. A study
of the Union budget might
result in a decrease in costs,
he said

"If students are sincerely
interested, then we should
be able to respond to them

" If we do the right job, we
won't have any financial
pressures." he said

"WE'RE GOING to be

ASTRO
AVIATION
B.G.S.U. AIRPORT

Cash and Carry
Long Stem Red ROSeS
Sat.
Only

Dairy Queen Bldg.

^—
f) d

ROCK and SHOP
434 E. Wooster

THE PARTY
CANDIDATE

EAST POE ROAD
— OFFERS —

funny A Pound, plus 50 cents
AIR RIDES
SUNDAY, OCT. 22
10:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

Shape Up & Slim Down
[, J^
STUDENT SPECIAL

ONE FREE WEEK
'.ill Certificates Available Fur
Kxercise Courses. I'ennyrich
Bras & Lingerie, and Home Kxercise Kquipment
M0N.-FRI 9-9
SAT. 9 NOON

FIGURE SALON OF B.G.
110W. PoeRd.
354-7271

From one beer lover to another.

POB«

4 Ih. BG N.w. Friday. October 20. 1972

American tells of trials, triumphs

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Cop.

Life simple' in war-ravaged Saigon
married Vietnamese men.
Pan doesn't share the comparative luxury that softens
Ihe life of many Americans
in this war-ravaged country

By AM Blackmail
Aiaociatrd Press Whirr
GIADIN1'. Vietnam <APi
- Judy I.mebaugh (.'an lives
in a two-bedroom apartment
overlooking a pig slaughterhouse just outside Saigon,
half a world away from the
dairy (arm in Lyons. Mich .
where she grew up
At 25. one of a handful of
American women who have

IN THE FOUR years
since she moved to Vietnam,
after graduation Irom
Michigan Stale University,
she has heard ol only two
other such couples
They re used to tils with

Education faculty
plans coffee hours
simiv. ami lo Improve the
academic advising system
The program, initialed by
.Ian Arkkelin. senior i Kd I.
is a service project ol Ihe
SBO Steering Committee
Arkkelin has been in
contact
with
other
departments on campus and
hopes i" schedule similar
projects with I hem
sometime this quarter

1 ... u 11 \ members I nun
Ihe education department
will hold Informal coffee
hours with any Interested
students on Thursday Od
26. Irom S-S p m in Ihe
Capital Room. Union
The meetings' sre lo bring
sludents and faculty
logether to discuss job
opporlunil les
in
Ihe
sludents major helds ol

BARE IN TIME SUNDAY OPENING TILL 7 30 Adm $ I 00
^*k*

IIPINIM SAI A SUN UNI!
JOIN OUR POLAR BEAR ClUB
FOR FREE ADMISSIONS
Boi Oilier opaasal 6 IS

SUPER HOI IN CAR ELECTRIC HEATERS optional
OI7-30

SKYJKKED
sltHMNh

lh.M.1 lilf. HI'.IIIN ul III MiMlm

rw

Everyone wants

I.AIIO til

Vietnamese girls-this is the
revers*'. riwobfervea
For a woman who is
neither lluenl
in the
language nor accustomed to
Ihe culture, living here is far
Irom easy
Per only
extravagances are two
small refrigerators in the
kitchen and a small
Japanese washing machine
thai ins m the bathroom
'Th er e a re
man y
problems
she said,
pointing to dirt alleys
smelling ol garbage that
surround Ihe lour slory
apai Lroenl building I walk
on the slreel wilh Pan and
the kids and people slareor
want (o touch llic children's
white skin I gel tired oi il
Hill
for Pan. these
complaints are minor she
has no interest in leaving
Vietnam and doesn'l plan In
go back lo the I 'niled Slates
I don't think I want lo
live there again
she said
"It's loo lug Life is simple
here M\ life here is verj
peaceful
Thai
sounds
strange when there's a war
going on. bill the wai doest] I
affect us much
Mini THEIR 2 ycai old
sun scarcely notices the
soldiers who guard street
corners near their Imme"Pe's used to them; he sees
soldiers all the lime

months ago in Ihe United
Stales
"I WANT to teach my
children about truth and
freedom in America.' she
said "I like Ireedom I want
them to know it. too I want
them to be imaginative and
creative "
Because she doesn't share

The husband. Puynh Pan,

Job sign-up revamped
sign up first for an interview
with an employer most
directly related to his major
area of study

Planning lo sign up for a
job interview?
The Career Planning and
Placement
Office has
revamped
its sign-up
schedule this year, making
Monday Ihe main date for
interview signups.
Last year, sign-up schedules were posted 10 days
belore a recruiter was
scheduled
to
interview
potential employees As a
result, new sign-up lists
were posted almost every
day
This year all sign-up lists
will be posted on Ihe Monday
of Ihe week preceding the
week of the interview
SCHEDULES FOR recruiters Irom businesses,
government agencies and
graduate schools will be
available Irom 12 311 to I 30
p m in the forum. Student
Services Bldg
Students may sign up for
interviews with recruiters
Irom
primary
and
secondary schools Irom 4 to
5p m in Ihe forum
II a Student wishes to sign
up lor more than one
interview, he is urged lo

Pan said she wants lo
bring her children up as
Americans Khoi, who was
born
in Vietnam
is
considered a citizen by both
countries
When
their
second child was expected
I'.m dipped into hei savings
lo pa) for a plane ticket
home Eric was born lour

SINCE

RECRUITERS

may not be able to fit extra
appointments into their
schedules, students who sign
overflow lists are urged to
check wilh the placement
office two days after signing
up to confirm their appointments.
Weak'' schedules-those
which are not filled during
the Monday sign-up-will be
posted in the placement
office on an open sign-up
basis until one day before
the recruiter is scheduled to
be on campus or until they
are filled.
STUDENTS WILL not be
permitted to sign up for
interviews unless they turn
in a data sheet or resume
Placement office personnel
recommended that students
make several copies of these
sheets

The placement office will
post overflow schedules
alter regular schedules are
filled

Ballots
Absentee ballots can
be notarized Monday
through Friday from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. and
Saturday from 10 am
to 1 p in at the Office of
Voter Facilitation. 325
Williams Hall.
All ballots must be
notarized
Ballots must be
submitted to local
boards of election by 6
p.m.. Nov. 7.

Course to analyze
American culture

14 Alluvium.
15 Of • certain
verte form.
16 Up lo the time of.
17 Talesrope user.
10 llnheaitant.
20 To Ihe rear.
21 Way i» or '""
23 Sal, lor one.
24 Bark-comb.
26 Well-built.
28 Men of lettera.
10 Tourial attraction
in S2 Down.
12 Pronoun.
it Hamlet or
Macbeth
35 Ontario city.
10 Function!.
tl Senate houae in
ancient Rome.
43 Piece of marble.
41 Very excited.
46 Electrified
particle*.

.M Substance for
arindina, polishing etc.
VI Pardoned.

13 Foiily.

18 Initial* of a reliel
aroup.
10 -The Male
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Asia
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Asia.
SO Joined forces.
52 Principality on
the Mediterranean.
33 Storefront name
Elate.
ealeri.
55 Home for I IIJ
It Viper.
60 In addition.
62 Care for.
63 Historic periods
65 Girl in a song.
67 Word wilh low
or by.
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Native of Lima.
Cream color.
Lobster
Serve tea.
Yorkshire river.
Courtyards of
ancient Rome.
On the «o.
Made unfriendly
Baron Do La
colonial aoverno
of Virginia.
"
'a will is the
wind's will."
Danre for a
jitterbug.
Kansas town.
Wild asaea of

34
36
37

1

18

20

It

22
2S
27
28
29
31

DOWN
1 Peak near
Pellon.
2 Doe. a dreasmaker'i job.
3 Portrayed loo
favorably.
i Market or Main.
5 Give, temporary
uae of,
6 Tool.
7 Contended
8 Hand.
the
aea.
•I Berry.
Ill Unity.
11 "Theboard..12 Of periodic ebb
and flow.

' I2

IS Clutch.

S6 f'omposer
Copland..
58 A Gardner.
59 Origin.
61 Give.
64 IT a thurible.
66 1964 candidate.
68 Briny upon
oneaelf.
60 Indian.
70 Dinner, in
ancient Rome.
71 Camptire
remain*.
72 Forest creature.
73 . - and enda.

1 Sides, in rrickel.
S Fluid i o, k
9 Oot|oea.
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A new course, designed primarily to train students of
American studies in cultural analysis has been approved for
winter quarter.
The 200-level course will be taught by Dr. Carlene Blanchard. assistant professor of English
The course is planned as an inter-disciplinary approach to
studying American culture with exposure to anthropology,
sociology, history, social psychology and literature.
Dr. Blanchard plans to cover such basic subject areas as
culture, objectivity in analysis, the relationships between
cultural values and institutions, and the relationships of subcultures to social change
During the course students will be expected to evaluate
other students' work and present three short papers of their
own
Although it is designed primarily for students of American
Studies, the course is also open to others, including
freshmen, by permission of the instructor

SOLID GOLD SOUL featured
every Sunday from 3-6 p.m.
with Jimmy Perdue on

Till RSDAY IS STUDENT NITE

heads the investment
department in an industrial
development bank and
works part-time for a new
firm
that
promotes
management
training
among the Vietnamese, i'e
makes about 100.000 piasters
or $230 a month, a good
salary by
Vietnamese
standards

commissary or post-exchange privileges enjoyed
by most American families
here, most of the American
products she prefers come
from the black market. She
figures she spends about
7.000 piasters or $16 a week
lor food.
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some book some move

wanls lo join or form band
In do oi iKm.il material and
English rock Call Ken 352
5714

CAMPUS CALENDAR
KrMayUrt.ft.ifn
(•tiiiit^v i luit i^ mum TO Ovffinu
\SMH I'roi ol Geology wtll aptak

KAREN BLACK

KaflUh IdvuMg Ollue \ SlglM Tau IH-Iia
3001'mveratly Hall Careers in En|lish
Women's golf Indiana
HIiMiminKlon 1ml

LEE GRANT

BoisdononovelbyPishpBotti • ftodu .\it>yrinesiiotimon
NIXI

ihHi.iid ihm,

ruliII,II Root!
Ipoi I'i'iiiiii Sludenl SHVklM HUlu
KrminiNt .ind Women iBlofogy' Kvdyn Hewl >|H'akin(i

Complaint.
I RICHARD BENJAMIN

l*i

U

Invitational.

Fn

1pm

&

Sat

Saturday Oct II. in~2

U1IN1 WITH Illl WIND Sldiunu CURK GABll
Hugtiv Chili Ipin
.s Davton

Poc Ditch Memorial Hugh. Eiclil

Women s volleyball \s Davton &• Ohio Northern
Northiivm Women sBldg

THE RAINBOW
PROMISE

iu.

I0,un

Student t'ouncil tor Exi-eplional Children. IO-4pm. Sohw
Station S Prospect & E Woosler CAR WASP
Women s Field I'oekev vs
Farm

Ball Slate

Ham. Sterling

Kohl Pall Sanctuarv 8 30pm Kohl Pall Folk music free

A Prophetic Rock Ministry

Sumiav'VtH 1972

Sailing Club 7pm 203 Paves Pall
HOSl Karate Cluh. T-vpm. Forum Student Ser. ices Bldg
Sigma Tau l>clta 7 30pm Pink Dogwood. Cnion
induction lor new members & hrsi 72-73 meeting

Christian Coffee House
10216 N.Main
Corner of Main and
Woosrer above Centre Drugs

Thursday. Fiiday. and Saturday

Oct. 19, 20 and 21
8:30-1:00

Fall

Mondav Ovl 23 1972

'

English \d\ising Ufltca & Sigma Tau Delia 9-12am
Placement office. Student Services Careers in English
Bowling Green School til Sell Defense 7-9pm. Forum
Student San ices Hldg

Fn t>cl 20 2-1324

LOST
Lust ■ an Alpha Xi Delta pin
- a quill with pearls II lound
please tall 2-4888
\ei\
Hiil-.n.inr REWARD'

Ride needed to Atlanta Ga
anvlime call Janet 2-4595
Anyone going to
• Bereo* Orl
20'
lake me Call 2 4381

Cleve
Please

I.nuk
star
with
two
diamonds It lound call 3724433 HEW \ltll

PELP WANTED

Black attache case lost in
i oniimiicr M 4 REW \Hl i
call 874-7428

Mother s helper needed I
child 11 hswk 2-Spm Call
353-9322 alter 2pm

RIDES
e gin* need fwe ft* \ ■nrnn

Student
lo
distribute
computer
dating
lorms
$300-1600 mo Write RovSOft
Koulder.Colo D03O2
Weekly earning male and
female Blood Plasma IH-nor
Center
610 Monroe SI
Toledo. Ohm hr> Mon-Kn 85 open Thurs ah«a till 9pm
Ph 255-3535
Give a gift onK YOU can A
natural color portrait Call
Pager Studio's
The Fall Pledges ol Thela
Chi wish lo congratulate
Rnce and Jan. Russ and
Su/ic on their lavelienngs
and Dick and Chris on their
engagement
Alpha Phi tuggers • we'll be
"PULLING
for you Sal

Society lor Creative Anachronism I 30-4pm 200 Moselev
Pall Meeting

THE UPPER ROOM

.Seniors,
make
your
appointment for vour senior
portrait now Call Ihe KKV
ol I ice 372-O006 today

PERSONALS
efx^CT'W'iWvw

MM

Tnaver

To Wildmin and Sunshitw
Krom
The Br-ilhcrs "I
Delia
Tau
Delia
Conf>raluUtions on
vour
lavalier

8-TRAl'K
TAPK-S
hnesi
selection from |3 9H and up
Only
at
KIMiKKs
RKCORDS AND TAPIS l»
N Main

TI'K PALL PLEDGES OF
TPETA
CPI
SAY
HERE'S Ml'D IN YOUR
EYK WI'EN TI'K BUNS
MAKEACLEAN SWEEP

Carpet 9x18 green with pad
$15. relrig S30 Ph 372-2171
or 354-2003

KOR SALE OR RENT
2 bdrm trailer 10x50 carpel,
a c. 4 m lror;- campus 352
7043 after 6
For
Sale:
Magnavox
portable stereo $45 Call 24198 after 6pm
10 per cent OFF
Tapestries from around the
world Come in see our
wedding rings, engagement
rings and pipes VATAN'S
109 N Main
Oarage Sale
antiques
rockers
chairs
trunks
chests,
tt.iliiin dresser
Danish modern sola & chair
Thurs-Sat 12-8
420 Sand
Ridge Rd

The Sisters
Mike. Michael Oarv and
Keith, your performance
was superb' Thank you sooo
much The ADPis

Linda
Pappy anniversan
and Sweelesl Day Love
Craig
DZ's are high and mightv for
ihe big TUG
Have a problem* Give it to
tbeSAB ph 2-2988Congralualtions Russ and
Suiie on your Thela Chi
lavelienng
Us BG and
Miami again' Cisco

Alpha Gams - -Sat is Ihe nite
will vuu be dvnamite'
(Or just a little fire
cracker*i

Congratulations Jan on your
lavalier Best of luck Fume
pledges
Actives: Thiu tor tbe
rude'
awakening'
The
breakfast was great' The

For Sale 2 GTOxM winter
tires mounted on wheels can
be seen at 186 Stale St $40
Must sell Daneleciro hollow
bodv bass. A-l cond. MM
strap 140
Call 354-0613
anvlime
RECORDS
cheapest
prices
finest selection
best service All $5 98 list
LPs now onlv $3 59 al
Finders Records 128 N
Main
Airplane Club membership
Cessna 182 & 150 based al
BG airport Call 681-3515 or
882-1331 Mr Spence

8-trach stereo tapes $3 50
each Call 354-1835 or 3720286 weekdays tor catalog

Biss amphphier. acoustic
150b 200 walls. 4-15"
speakers, excellent cond
ph 352-0828

Ponda 180 needs good home'
Sell or trade lor warmer
transportation
352-6047
■Wy

67 Camaro convert
Y8
p s . auto, excellent cund
ph 372-1768
66 TR 4 Triumph good eond
new paint, new top 353-6751
62 Buick Skylark good
condition Reasonable price
Call352 0082afler5
65 VW bug It green ex
cond $696 call Hick 372 1681
or Barb 372 5472
66 V W camper wilh tent &
camping equipment All new
tires & batten
In good
condition Asking 11000 Call
3526250
1968 MGC • rare I 6 eye eng
35.000 miles, wire wheels
Call 352 5761 alter 5
1963 VW van mint 352-6805
make oiler
F
roommate needed
immed $70 mo own room
Jane 352-7320
Needed immediately' One
F
roommate excellent
location
Newlove Realtv
353-7381
Wanted ■ girl to share I
bdrm partially (urn apt in
Village Green \u smoking
Call 352-9346
For renl 3 br house Modern
$225 mo 352 5170

Need an apartment I or 2
bedrooms
&
some
elficienceis available Ask
lor Willy or calfttt IIS5

Large house near camput
lor renl 8250 mo The Putch
Pet Shop 354 seat

WINTI'ROP
TERRACE
SOUTH
slill has la
apartment lo fit vour needs
Starling:
(rum
145 mo
Ollice al Winlhrop Soulh
phone 3&2-9I35

Friday, Ottober JO, 1972, Th. BO N.wi/Poo. 5.
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Black Comedy' review

By Jruir Blum

■ad Wei Pitts

Black
comedy

N.wiph.1. by Oan* 1. Puafcar
'Block Comedy,' a Unrvonity Theater comedy uiing variovt lighting effects, i»
playing tonight and tomorrow in the Main Auditorium, University Had.

Something strange is
going on in the Main
Auditorium of University
Kail
At first one might conjecture that the University
has
been
curtailed
financiaiiy and forced to
present the first 10 minutes
of every production in total
darkness.
Actually the darkness is
an integral part of the 197273 season opener "Black
Comedy."
The play makes use of a
reversal of light and dark
When it is "light" onstage, it
is dark to the audience and
when a fuse blows and
throws the characters "in
the dark" the lights come up
so the audience can witness
the hilarity onstage
This reversal of light and
dark was handled very well,
a great credit to the performers and director. Allen
N. Kepke. professor of
speech.
To make a farce work, the

Language alternatives pending
The romance language
department has approved a
change in 200-level French
and Spanish courses to place
more emphasis on each
country s culture

But the alternatives still
must pass through several
more
administrative
channels.
Dr
Janis
Pallister. acting chairman
Of (hi-department, said

Crypt welcomes
new music acts
Contrary to its name, there's a lot of life at The Crypt.
The Crypt, a coffeehouse located in the basement of the
United Christian Fellowship (UCFI center on Ridge and
Thurstin streets. willopenlonightat8 30
It will be open every Friday night throughout the quarter
THE COFFEEHOUSE is free and open to the public and
features guitar music and free food I'owever. Kass
Schwan. junior < A&S i and one ol The Crypt's directors, said
donations are accepted to pay for the food expenses
Another director. Red l.ipp. junior IA&SI. said although
the coffeehouse is not officially paxl.nl the L'CF center. The
Crypt is considered one of its activities
"They call us the rest and recuperation group." he said.
UCF encourages the coffeehouse, "not because it brings
people to church, but because H brings people together."
Schwan said
Lipp said The Crypt is not a Jesus coffeehouse." but is "a
place for human talking
Scheduled performers for tonight include Kimple. Pam
Dinerman. senior iA&S>: Craig Kopp. junior iA&S>; and
Dave I'azzard junior i A&S i

English honorary
Sigma Tau Delta, the
English honorary, will hold
its initiation for new
members Sunday. Oct 22. at
7:30 pm
in the Pink
Dogwood Room. Union
To be eligible for membership, a student must have a

3.0 accumulative average in
English, rank in the top 35
per cent of his class, be
classified as a junior or
senior, and have completed
18 quarter hours of English
New members are asked
to bring checks made out to
Sigma Tau Delta for $7

The Name of the Game
is Flame —
Alpha Gam's are
fired up for

October 21st

SWEETEST DAY
Oct. 21st
LONG STEM ROSES

ALL COLORS

SWEETHEART ROSES

ALL COLORS

CARNA TION SPECIAL
All colois
oo
a 6oi

(IS ONITI

Th* Flowerhouse
ALWAYS

353-1045

F.T.D.

"THE PROPOSED course
would stress reading, class
discussion and some
readings in English." said
Dr. Michael Locey, chair-,
man of the department's ad
hoc committee on curriculum.
Readings would deal with
the culture of the country
and selected literary
masterpieces
of
the
language. Dr. Locey said.
"The department is going
to plan on its being approved
in short order. I hope one
section can be offered spring
quarter." he said.
The course would be
offered as an alternative to
the standard intermediate
language courses.

by the humanities council of
the College of Arts and
Sciences; the Arts and
Sciences Council, policymaking body for the college.
Academic Council; and
President Pollis A Moore
Jr
Dr. Locey said the
proposal "takes with it the
understanding that follow-up
courses will be developed
This is the minimum we've
pledged ourselves to."
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NOTICE
Major rmplovrr. throughout thr
U.S. (private & government) are
arekinf qualified collate men and
women lor earecr poaibona with
top pay and outatantbng benefiu.
Kacrllrnl opportunibea eaiat in
many areaa. For FREE mfor
mabon on aludent aaaatance and
placemrnt program eend aelf.
addieued STAMPED envelope to
Nabonal
Placement Rrgiilry,
DataTrch Service., 1001 Eaat
Idaho St., Kaliapeil. MT 59901.

Bill Arnold. Student Body
Organization (SBO) coordinator of academic affairs,
said. "I'm happy tosee the
romance language department finally decided to
move on the proposal to add
culture to the courses and I
urge the German and
Russian departmenl to do
the same."

SEND TODAY FOR
FREE CATALOG ON

}y<>Ki.n

YOUR SEMESTER
AT SEA
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The proposal must go
through
administrative
channels because it involves
a major course overhaul.
Dr. Pallister said
REVISIONS can be made
within the department only
by using the course description already in the
University bulletin.
Proposed changes in the
French and Spanish
programs must be approved

POSSIBLE changes in the
100-level courses are still
under consideration, he said

actor must make it
believable and the cast of
Peter Schaeffer's play succeeded remarkably well in
this
The cast also succeeded in
one of the most difficult elements of farce, being
absolutely
sincere and
caught up in the complete
absurdity of the situation
The action of the play was
fast-moving and well interpreted by the actors
However,
the comical
complications could have
been carried farther The
actors should have pushed it
just a bit more.
BRINDSLEV Miller, the
artist-sculptor yet to be discovered, is portrayed by
Brian I.
Kiser. senior
i A&S l. who spends the
entire play rearranging
furniture as well as getting
tangled up in cords, bodies
and relationships
Kiser gives a delightful
performance and should be
commended on his new and
different portrayal of a
stock comic role.
Erika Kluths plays Carol
Melkett. a typical "daddy's
girl" with that obnoxious,
high and whiney voice and
"sexipegs" attitude Kluth
had excellent concept of her
character, but tended to
over-do the facial movement
at times.
One of the evening's lines!
performances was turned in
by Patricia Relph. graduate
student in speech, who
played Miss Furnival. a
prim lemonade drinker who
was not above mixing a little
something else into her
drink
Two of the stereotyped
roles of the show were .tlso
handled
well
Colonel

Melkett. played by Joe
Chorba. junior lEd.i and
Parold Ciorringe. portrayed
by Philip E Koli. senior
i A&S) had the flavor needed
to become real in the eyes of
the audience
The action of the play
picked up when Clea. played
by Ruth Ann Miller,
graduate student in speech,
appeared on the scene
Miller succeeded beautifully in breaking not one,
but two love triangles and
switched easily from the
proper London to Cockney
accent.
Oeorg Bamburger and
Schuppanzich. portrayed by
William Munroe. graduate
student in speech and David
I'.million, senior i Ed i
respectively, are probably
the thankless roles of the
show, but were executed
with skill, nevertheless

Hamilton gave an exceptionally good performance
as Schuppanzich. the poor
German electrician mistaken for a millionaire.
Black Comedy is playing
tonight and tomorrow in
Main Auditorium, University Kail.
Curtain is at 8 p.m.

Vet's Day
The regular schedule
lor classes will be
followed
Veterans
Day, Monday. Oct 23
All
University
funcUOM and activities
will continue on that
day, said J Claude
Scheuerman.
vice
president for operations

Novelist-poet here
to discuss works
Novelist, poet and critic
Joyce Carol dates, will read
and discuss her works at 3
p in today in 115 Education
Bldg
Novels written by Oates
include
"Expensive
People."
"Garden of
Earthly Delights." and
"Them." The latter, a story
about a working class white
family growing up in
Detroit, won the National
Book Award two years ago
She has also published
several
short
story
collections, two poetry collections and a book of
mays,

A CRITIC has said Oates
writes Irom her daydreams
In an exclusive interview in
1»70 with
Newsweek
magazine she said. We all
dream Scientists tell us if
we don't dream we go mad.
and then of course, we
become dreamers again
"In our dreams, we are all
novelists and filmmakers
and poets Some of us have
more energy and carry
these dreams over from the
nighttime "
Oates' appearance on
campus is part of the Master
of Fine Arts program
i MFA l. and is free and open
to the public

The 73 KEY
You Never Had It So Good
310 student services

Academic Credit.
Financial aid available.
WCA, Chapman College, Box CC11, Orange, Cal. 92666

The Kappa Delta "Mafia"
SAYS THANKS TO:
Brian Emerick

Ron Parthemore

Steve Famiano

Jim Queen

John Francis

Curt Wacker

Jim Harrington

John Wise

Greg Locher
For Making The Spaghetti Dinner
An Offer You Couldn't Refuse

U.A.O. Austrian Holiday
Dec. 14-Dec. 22 — 9 days and 7 nights

Any BGSU student - cost $297
Sign up UAO Office unfit October 30
for information, reservations

the

Oxford House
Announces the winners in our
Grand Opening Drawing
Cresco Jacket - John Demoss, winthrop s.
Niagra Jacket - Ame Schwartz, Batcheider
»25" Gift Cert. - Les Duncan, s. c*p
$
25" Gift Cert • Anthony Marchione,Phi Den
S N
25 Gift Cert. - Roger Von Deyten, 4th st
Male Slacks • Robin Stewart, Mac west
Male Slacks - Saly Gillespie, Mac North
Male Slacks • Char Hebron, Bourgocne
Male Slacks - Cindy Swochko, Kreicher
Van Heusen • Michael Davis, often.
Van Heusen - fan Perrine, Mercer
Van Heusen-GeneAllison,s church
Van Heusen • Deborah Lehrer, N. M1PI.
. Dairy Queen Bldg.
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THURS., OCT. 26 - 9 P.M. - General Admission 3
Tickets on sale in the Union - Reserved - $3.50
" " --V.VJ
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UedflflNfc
Flashes is right linebacker Dan Rector (56) who is eventually blocked out of the
play by the Falcons' quick tackle Tony Kijanko.

Bowling Green fullback PhM Polak (43) it shown enroule to his 74-yard opening
second holf touchdown run against Kont State last weekend. In pursuit for the

Falcons fly to coast for clash at San Diego
II will be a rl.i-.li of two
teams on the rebound when
Bowling (ireen visits San
Diego state tomorrow at 8
p in PDT. in the annual Al
Bahr Shrine game at San
Diego Stadium

The Kalcons (3-1-1. 2-1-11
were bumped ofl 14-10 by
Kent Stale last week in the
flist BG home game alter
lour road starts
The A/tecs (4-1.1-01 were
rudely surprised by the University of Houston last
Saturday in the Astrodome.
49-14.

A crowd of between 40.000
and 50.000 is expected to see
whether the leader of the
Pacific Coast Athletic Association or the top team in the
Mid-American Conference
can come back from a loss
last week

I MlHOUSTON LOSS
was a shock to the San Diego
defense, which was third in
the nation in scoring defense
and fifth in total defense
before the game
The 4» points against the
Aztecs dropped them to 12th

By Dan t'asseday
Assistant Sports Editor

in the nation in defensive
scoring, giving up an
average of 112 points B

game
To combat the otherwise
strong San Diego defense,
Falcon head coach Dun
INehlen plans a change in
quarterbacks. He's going to
try to revive an offense th.il
ranks second-to-lasl in the
MAC by starting Joe Babies
instead of Held Lamport
Lamport will still gel in
the game. Nehlcn said
"We're still pretty much a
two-quarterback team." he
said
Babies will si.ill
because the Kalcons are

looking for the offensive
spark Nehlcn added
So far, the uiiK consistent
Falcon offensive threat has
been fullback Hlnl Polak,
with 4fi.r» yards in live g.init"and a f> B yards per i.in v ,i\
erage
However, Houston found
mil lli.it llic way to beat San
Diego is through (he an
l.asl week the Cougars heal
the Aztecs by passing for 354
yards, including a 99-yard
scoring loss

THE SAN MEGO offense
scores ils touchdowns
equally well on the ground

and by the pass, with seven
I'D s rushing and six
passing The only problem,
though, is Dial fullh.uk
Adam Victoria, the leading
rusher, is out for four games
with torn ligaments in his
right knee
That could mean Altec
alternating quarterbacks
Bill Donckers and Jesse
Kroilas will be throwing a
lot to leading receiver Isaac
Curtis, a 9.2 sprinter in the
100-yard dash
Curtis
averages Ml yards per catch
Isaac is explosive San
Diego head coach Don
(orvell warned "He's ven

Vivian happy with 7-2 loss
By Krrd It Ortllp
Sports Editor
Take away the second
period of last night's
Bowling
Green-Cleveland
Barons hockey exhibition
and you've got a pretty
respectable showing by the
Falcon
icers. who went
down 7-2 before an
estimated 1.700 fans.
The professional Barons

of the American Hockey
League broke open their 1-0
first period lead with four
goals, (hen coasted in
Bowling (ireen got its onlyscores latfl in (he game after
Cleveland's lead reached 70
li was (he first game of
(he five-game exhibidop
schedule for Jack Vivian's
skalers The Barons have
played a full exhibition stale

along with seven regular
season games
VIVIAN WAS VERY
pleased with what he saw
"We got out ot it what we
expected," he said "We're
happy we hail no injuries
either
i was happy with the way
we skated. They dulni
outskate us They had to oulhusile us and work (o gel

some ol their goals We
skated pretty even, considering we wore playing
against pros "
The Barons were leading
2-0 midway (hrough the
second period when Vivian
replaced starting goaltender
Terry Miskolczi with Donnie
Hoyii
Cleveland go( a power
play goal within seconds and
added two more in a span of
four minutes against lioyd
to put the game out of reach
"1 TAKE THE blame lor
that." said Vivian "I never
should have put Boyd in
there until we got ihe
penalty killed But we had
planned to let each play half
the game To put him in
under that pressure was a
bad coaching mistake '
Excepl for a bnel flurry in
the second period the
Kalcons never threatened
much offensively until late
in the game Kookie I'aul
Hughes got the first goal at

IB 11 from Glenn Barnetl
and John Stcwarl A minute
and one-half later Boh
Dobek scored the final goal
from Gerry Bradburv

last and has good hands
though he's inexperienced as
a receiver
The Aztec offense is a
regular pro passing formation, with two running
backs, a flanker and a wide
receiver Coryell said San
Diego also has a wide slot
formation, with iwo wide re
ceivers lined up on Ihe same
sideot the tield

NEHLEN'S

defensively for ihe game
Defensive end Hill Montrie
is still on Ihe injured list and
won't make the trip but the
only change in the offense is
al quarterback
According (o Coryell San
Diego must have a super
delen.se and an otlensive

Booters at home

GENERAL

observation ot the Altec
offense is
They have
people running all over Ihe
place on every play
The San Diego defense is
also unconventional Coryell
said the defense lines up in a
4-;i-4 formation, but ihe
defensive line is an odd
count, an overshift There's
usually a man over center
and a shift to the strong side
of Ihe offense, leaving one
defensive lineman on Ihe
weak side "
The Kalcons appear lo be
sound both offensively and

Bowling 111 ecu s sneaking
sin cer team plaj s us second
Straight
home
game
tomorrow at 2 p m when il
meets the University ol

Cincinnati
The Kalcons haven I losl
Since Ihe end ot Scploiulii'i
when Kent State beat them.
4-:l. in overtime Since then.
they have won three and lied
one
The
BearcaIs
,i r c
accustomed to last-paced
soccer because they play all
their home games on the

Harriers face All-Ohio field
Howling Green's cross
country learn will he trying
lo capture us third straight
All-Ohio championship
tomorrow al Delaware
The Kalcons. fresh from
lasl week's victory in the
Notre Dame Invitational,
will be lacing a field ol 20
Icons The meet will cover
six miles
There will be more al
stake than the stale
championship, however BG
will be matching scores with
Kenl Stale. Miami and Ohio

universities
THE BIGGEST threat in
the quadrangular mini-meet
will be posed by Miami

ASTRO
AVIATION
B.G.S.U. AIRPORT

Coming (rom a 2;l:t2 victory
over Indiana University, the
Hedskins have raised their
unblemished record to 9-0.
it looks like ils going lo
be a real close meet against
Miami." said Kalcon coach
Mel Brodt
Whoever wins
ihe mini-meet should take
the whole tournament "
BC.'s hotlooted (rio of
Steve Danforth. Craig
Macdonald
and Tracy
Elliott will be trying lo slop

Miami's Dean Reinke and
Bob Reef
if our lop three men can
stay ahead of Reinke and
Reef we should win the
meet Brodt said
Last year. Miami edged
BG oul ot
the MAC
championship.
However (he Kalcons
managed seventh place in
lasl
year's
NCAA
tournament compared to
Miami's Uth-place finish
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EAST POE ROAD

Nswtphete by Gene J. PutWo.

Save

Falcon goaltender Terry Miskolc li makes one of his 16 saves in
the second period of last night's hockey exhibition against the
Cleveland Barons.

DON ELLIS

— OFFERS —
Penny-A Pound, plus 50 cents
AIR RIDES
SUNDAY, OCT. 22
10:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.
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game withoul fumbles" to
beat the Kalcons
Nehlen said for
the
Kalcons to win. "We must
have the best offensive
showing we've ever had this
year by a country mile It's
going to lake a Purdue effort
to win
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SUN., OCT. 29 - 4:30 - FREE WORKSHOP
8 P.M. CONCERT - $3.00
GRAND BALLROOM
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Astro-lurl ol
Nippert
Stadium
'Our players love Astroturf." said Bearcat player.
Hick Thornburg There are
some disadvantages
A
player cannot slide, tackle
or turn as quickly and the
ball bounces higher
The Falcons close out
their home season against a
couple of Big-Ten teams-Ohio State next Wednesday
and Michigan Stale the
billowing Tuesday.

